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1. How does A Return of Devotion fit into the Haven Manor series?

A Return of Devotion begins a few weeks after the end of A Defense of Honor.  
Everything is changing and the people of Haven Manor are learning where they 
fit in this new world. The problem for Daphne is that her past has suddenly  
become part of her present. William is unaware of his connection to Daphne’s 
past, which leads to a hilarious tangle before things can become unraveled.  
Setting everything right requires her to face everything that sent her running to 
Haven Manor in the first place. 

2. What makes Daphne different from your other heroines?

I’ve always loved a strong heroine, but Daphne is strong in a different way. She 
has social anxiety, and putting herself in front of people terrifies her. She’ll do 
it, though, for the people she cares about. She’s not the wittiest woman I’ve ever 
written, but there’s a clumsy charm to her that I find adorable and endearing. She 
loves the quiet country life, which makes the idea of marrying a marquis and  
taking on the social demands that come along with such a relationship more than 
a little terrifying. 

3.  Did you come across any particularly interesting historical tidbits when 
writing this book?

One of the most fascinating things I came across was the idea of dame schools. 
This was essentially early nineteenth century daycare for the children of women 
that had to go to work to support their families. With the increase of  
factories and an increase of widows after the war, more women were taking on 
jobs, which meant more women needed safe places for their children to go while 
they worked. Dame schools became the answer. 

4. How does forgiveness play into the spiritual themes of A Return of Devotion?

Daphne and William are both trying to escape the past, both things they’ve done 
and things others have done to them. While both of them accepted God’s  
forgiveness long ago, neither had quite learned how to allow themselves to live a 
full life after that forgiveness. The abundant life God had promised was  
being buried under a load of guilt they both have to let go of if they want to move 
forward. 
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